INTRODUCTION

CYBIT SOLUTION

CyBit is a Blockchain-based crowdfunding platform that helps people who have the desire to establish a new
business (Start-ups) or undertake a worthwhile project. It enables individuals to make use of crowdfunding
techniques to raise the required funds. At the same time, CyBit helps investors to evaluate potential business
proposals to fund. CyBit is the emerging platform that informs investors and establishes a connection to

TEAM

investors and those start-ups or individuals seeking funding. All these interactions will be possible through
the use of a Cryptocurrency token called “CBT”.

B.Lee Jones

An Eye On Security
There is no such thing as a totally secure site, plaform app or account. But that doesn’t stop us. We keep
an eye on the latest world-class security technology, and tools and as well as on the criminal hackers and
thiefs who are eager to pliunder the crpyto world. We do this for security and peace of mind – yours and
ours.

ERC223 Platform

Chief Executive Officer

Eliminates the problem of lost tokens which happens during the transfer of ERC20 tokens to a contract

Crowd Investing

Initial Coin Offering

Crowdfunding

their tokens to either wallet or contract with the same function transfer, thereby eliminating the potential

Naquib Hatami
Founder & Chief Technology Officer

(when people mistakenly use the instructions for sending tokens to a wallet). ERC223 allows users to send
for confusion and lost tokens.Allows developers to handle incoming token transactions, and reject

FOR STARTUPS

non-supported tokens (not possible with ERC20)The transfer of ERC223 tokens to a contract is a one step

CyBit focuses on building infrastructure for start-ups, entrepreneurs and potential Investors. A

Paul MAcfarlane

Blockchaindriven ecosystem changes how people connect with one another in business transactions by

Chief Marketing Officer

enforcing data integrity, accountability, transparency and trust.

process rather than 2 step process (for ERC20), and this means 2 times less gas and no extra blockchain
bloating.

A custom Startup Environment
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Chief Culture Officer

+20 More team

CONTACT

Unlike typical crowdfunding platforms, CyBit’s marketplace encourages starups to create custom

BlockChain Infrastructure

Easy Token Integration

Global System and Secure

Integrates blockchain technology to
provide unique identities for each

Every Node has its own token.
You can earn tokens by doing work

An efficient global system covering all
corners, provides best data security

linkedin.com/company/cybit-io

marketing support for social media and much more. So you succeed and do so by being and howing up
exactly as who you are.

FOR INVESTORS

Fluidity

You’ll discover startups you can trust with business ideas that match your values in a secure, transparent

Internal CBit tokens can be instanly exchanged for external CBit tokens in our own secure Exchange.

platform.

Startups can be investors without the anxiety of erratic coin market valuations. If we can’t make it all

twitter.com/cybitcorp
facebook.com/CyBitCorp

marketing and promotional content that truly matches their mission. We also provide world-class

easier and more fluid, why should we be in business at all?

TOKENSALE INFORMATION

Smart Contracts

10 Billion

3 Billion

May 10, 2018

June 30, 2018

The CyBit solution empowers ICO developers to visit the platform, submit their funding requirements, and

Token Price (During ICO)

Minable Tokens

Pre ICO Start Date

Pre ICO End Date

use CyBit channels to get evaluated by potential Investors. Upon successful evaluation, the Investors will
invest in their projects using CyBit Tokens. The entire process is secured using smart contracts. The

t.me/cybit_group

medium.com/@cybitmain

youtube.com/channel/UCkizzzB-g8O2cFKehPNDl6A

ETH & BTC

25 USD

7 Billion

1 CBT=0.07USD

Acceptable Currencies

Min.Purchase Limit

Pre Mined Tokens

Token Price (During ICO)

July 1, 2018

Sept 20, 2018

1 CBT=0.10USD

No Limit

ICO Start Date

ICO End Date

Token Price (During ICO)

Max.Purchase Limit

platform protects the rights of each stakeholder. As it should be.

